Activity

They give you sweets! And chocolate! And
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sometimes fruit. Which is really annoying. Those
people deserve to be double scared!
So let’s get to it! We’ve made a scary
Halloween mask based on what we think Trevor’s
imaginary friend, Loopy Lou, looks like – or

‘Out of the way, Moone! We’re

what we think he should look like. If we had

doing this bit. We love scaring

an imaginary friend, he’d be so terrifying that

folks, so Halloween is our

we’d scream ourselves to sleep every night! But

favourite time of year. It’s the one day we’re

if you don’t think this one’s scary enough, we

actually allowed to torment people – and we

dare you to try something different. Make a

don’t even need to use our torture table!’

vampire, a werewolf, a banshee, a zombie, or
whatever you think our imaginary friend would
look like. You might find some more inspiration
in our Spooky Crossword on page 178.’

1. Get some coloured card and cut it into the
shape of the creature you want your mask to
be – or use the picture of Loopy Lou on the
next page as a basis to draw your own.

‘In fact, Halloween is so mixed up that some
folks will even reward you for scaring them!
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2. Cut out holes for your eyes and mouth,
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making sure they match up to your face
(unless wonky eyes will help your scariness!).

3. Now it’s time to spookify your mask. Use
paints, pencils, pens and other bits and
bobs you can find to make it as
petrifying as possible!

4. Make one small hole halfway down the
left and the right side of the mask. Cut a
piece of string to go around your head, pass
the ends through the holes in your mask, and
tie a knot to stop the string slipping out.

5. Get scaring!
6. Get sweets!
7. If you get fruit, scare even harder! Or just
ring their doorbell a few times and run
like mad!
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